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BRAZILIAN COMPANIES SHOULD 
NOW BE PREPARING TO USE ESOCIAL 
THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S DIGITAL PLATFORM 
BECOMES COMPULSORY FROM JANUARY 2018.

Objective

Along with increasing government control over 
employer obligations, eSocial seeks to ensure 
social security and labor rights and improved 
labor, social security and tax regulations. In 
practice, eSocial is similar to the income tax 
declaration programs that have become part of 
business processes. Users input employment 
information including incomes and activities, 
and then transmit them electronically to the 
government.

Integration of companies’ computer systems 
with the eSocial national system will also 
enable automated communication with 
employers; with standardization and integration 
for registering individuals and legal entities 
under the participating agencies. The single 
delivery system is also intended to help various 
institutions find irregularities such as missed 
deadlines, miscalculations and inconsistent 
declarations.

Background

eSocial is the Brazilian Government’s project 
to unify the sending of employer and employee 
data. It’s a digital bookkeeping tax, social 
security and labor obligations tool. This single 
system will replace the need to send separate 
reporting to Social Security, the Internal 
Revenue Service and Brazil’s Ministry of Labor 
and Employment.

eSocial is a joint initiative by government 
agencies and entities such as the Caixa 
Econômica Federal bank (responsible for FGTS 
– unemployment fund - maintenance), National 
Institute of Social Security (INSS),  Ministry of 
Planning, Ministry of Labor and Employment 
(MTE) and the Internal Revenue Service of 
Brazil (RFB). 

eSocial has been in development for several 
years. In January 2007, its first incarnation was 
announced through Decree 6022, and applied 
to tax reporting. Known as the Public Digital 
Bookkeeping System (Sped), companies were 
required to provide, in a digital and unified form, 
accounting and tax information that had 
previously been recorded in separate programs, 
books and forms.
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DOES MY BRAZILIAN 
COMPANY NEED TO 
COMPLY?

The short answer is yes, however from 
which date depends on your company 
revenue.

From January 2018, eSocial is compulsory 
for all companies with revenues greater 
than R $78m in 2016. For all other 
companies, eSocial becomes mandatory 
from July 2018.

*Occupational Health and Safety is known as Segurança 
e Medicina no Trabalho – or ‘SMT’ in Brazil.

Now until July 2017

HR departments should be working 
with their business partner to adapt

 

their payroll and other internal

 

systems to meet the 
government’s eSocial 

compliance requirements.

July to Dec 2017

The eSocial test platform goes live. 
Your company’s systems 

should be compatible with 
this platform so you can run 

tests and identify any 
final bugs.

July 2018

Companies are required to
report Occupational Health and 

Safety* information. Companies
with revenues under R$78m (since 
2016) must now comply with with 

eSocial.

January 2019 

Second group of companies are required to report their 
Occupational Health and Safety* information.

First Group Second Group

January 2018

The eSocial system is formally in 
place. Companies with revenue 
over R$78m in 2016 
must now comply.
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This latest timeline with mandatory dates for 
using the system was published in the Official 
Diary (DOU) on 2 September 2016, through 
Resolution no. 5/2016 of the eSocial Steering 
Committee.

Companies with revenues greater than R $78m 
in 2016 must use eSocial from January 2018 to 
report data such as registration, social security 
contributions and payroll, among others. From 
July 2018, these companies will also be required 
to use the platform to convey workplace 
information such as employee health, workplace 
safety, and workplace accident data.

All other employers, including small businesses, 
must use eSocial from July 2018. And workplace 
information will be required beginning January 
2019.

At the time of printing, the current guidance 
manual for eSocial is version 2.2.

In practice, eSocial does not place additional  
obligations on companies. It is a change in the 
way information is delivered. The single file 
with standardized data and updated records 
facilitates monitoring, and accelerates clearance 
processes such as for the FGTS (unemployment 
fund) for example.

Preparation

Companies must adjust their systems now, in 
order to be ready to work with the eSocial test 
platform for company data and subsequently 
be in a position to comply from January 2018.
Employer and employee information must be 
updated in order to meet the legislative 
requirements.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS

What company departments should be 
involved?
To meet the new eSocial obligations, your 
company must make a number of changes to its 
reporting structures; adapt systems, processes 
and actions to manage the change. The scope of 
work is very wide and involves all sub-processes 
of human resources and another company 
areas, such as: IT, Occupational Health and 
Safety (internal or external provider) and your 
Legal department.

What system adjustments do I need to 
make?
All HR systems must be adapted to meet the 
government’s requirements. Your company 
payroll system will undergo the bulk of the 
adaptation due to its involvement in most HR 
processes. And, in order to be in compliance 
with the eSocial rules, the system will require 
more data than companies currently have 
registered. An upgrade of company systems is 
likely necessary to make the data assessment.

What employer information do I need to 
update?
Brazilian labor law is very complex, and through 
eSocial, it’s expected that company information 
will be more organized and segmented. The 

correct relationship should be established with 
government entities to mitigate any company 
exposure and subsequent penalties in the future.
In accordance with the official manual, there are 
hundreds of data categories to match including 
social security classification, level of risk at 
work, type of company (industrial, services, 
commerce, rural producers etc.) wage types, 
timetables, position tables and so on.

What employee information do I need to 
update?
It is mandatory for employees to provide certain 
information as part of the company hiring 
process. Companies must make sure that this 
information is correct and completed in full. 
Many Brazilian companies have embarked on 
internal campaigns to assess current employee 
information, fill out what is missing and correct 
what does not conform to eSocial requirements. 
The most important obligatory Brazilian IDs are 
CPF, RG, CNH and CTPS.

How do I work with the eSocial test 
platform?
Step one involves companies submitting their 
archives (XML extension) to validate the 
structure and database. Once the HR and 
payroll system has been upgraded, and a 
process involving the payroll system completed, 
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information must be sent to the government 
platform through the eSocial message system, 
or via the government’s website. Due to the 
volume of information, it’s more common 
for companies to use the eSocial messaging 
system. 

In order to gain access within the eSocial 
platform to send the information, companies 
should use their current digital certificate.

How do I know when my company is 
fully ready to comply?
The test period is when any inconsistences 
should be identified and fixed. It’s also a time 
for companies to be reviewing their internal 
processes – including those involving HR - and 
making adjustments to ensure information 
flows in a timely manner.

After eSocial tests are complete and all events 
are adjusted and validated, companies can 
consider themselves prepared to comply with 
eSocial.

What can go wrong with my eSocial 
preparation?
Missing employee information, and HR systems 
inadequate for the processing and sending of 
information to the government platform are the 
main hurdles companies are likely to encounter.

As mentioned above, HR process adjustments 
are fundamental in order to meet the eSocial 
requirements, and so cultural change should be 
anticipated and supported accordingly.

Are there penalties if my company 
doesn’t comply with eSocial?
The penalties are the same as provided 
for in current legislation, considering the 
specification, feature and regulations of 
each event. However it should be noted that 
at the time of publishing, there has been no 
clarification or specific penalties outlined by 
the government that are directly related to 
companies that do not comply with eSocial. 

Who can help me to make sure I get this 
right?
It is strongly recommended that companies 
seek an evaluation of their existing setup to 
determine what preparation is necessary, and 
what level of support from a business partner 
may be required. If you would like to talk to TMF 
Brazil about this evaluation, please get in touch 
with our expert team – 

tmfgroupbrasil@tmf-group.com
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How can TMF Brazil help?
TMF Brazil can assist you with an assessment 
of your current database and completion of the 
following:

• Update company records and those of 
employees. Map, validate and table-match 
the payroll system; and identify possible 
inconsistencies in order to adjust these 
entries to be compatible with eSocial.

• Implement a technology solution with 
integrated data classified as non-periodic 
(hiring, terminations, vacations, temporary 
leave, variables releases, labor contract data 
change) in accordance with the events of 
this category defined by eSocial.

• Provide a technological solution for 
transmission of the following security 
events and Occupational Medicine (SMT): 
Occupation Health Certificate (ASO), Control 
Program Occupational Health (PCMSO), 
Program for Environmental Risk Prevention 
(PPRA), Labor Accident Communication 
(CAT), Social Security Professional Profile 
(PPP) and in partnership with the company’s 
SMT provider, ensure the correct sending of 
events related to this topic. 
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CONCLUSION

The expectation is that eSocial will reduce 
bureaucracy and increase corporate 
responsibility in providing information. The 
system is set to impact greatly on company 
management and governance, as eSocial will 
make labor regulation both clearer and more 
centralized. eSocial is also expected to increase 
government tax revenues, as the number of tax-
evading companies will reduce.

The systems adaptation to achieve eSocial 
compliance involves a lot of specific work, 
principally for medium and large companies 

that must send all information from 2018. 
Choosing a local business partner to help them 
in this endeavor is recommended, however 
internal resources should also be allocated for 
the full time required to reach normality and 
equalization in all activities related to eSocial 
compliance. 

TMF Brazil recommends companies begin their 
eSocial adjustments right now, as the ‘go live’ 
date of January 2018 is swiftly approaching.
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Get in touch

Have questions about what you’ve read 
here or would like further information? 
Get in touch with our team in Brazil:

tmfgroupbrasil@tmf-group.com
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About TMF Group

TMF Group is a leading global provider 
of high-value business services to clients 
operating and investing globally

We focus on providing specialized 
and business-critical financial 
and administrative services that 
allow our clients to operate their 
corporate structures, finance vehicles 
and investment funds in different 
geographical locations.

Our core services can help companies 
of all sizes with HR and payroll, 
accounting and tax, corporate secretarial, 
international corporate structuring and 
structured finance – whether a company 
wants to globalize, or needs support to 
streamline existing operations.


